Tennis Match Results
Ole Miss vs Columbia
Jan 27, 2018 at Charlottesville, Va.
(Boar’s Head Sports Club)

#23 Columbia 4, Ole Miss 1

**Singles competition**
1. #19 Victor Pham (CU18MTEN) def. #32 Gustav Hansson (OM) 6-4, 6-0
2. #38 Jackie Tang (CU18MTEN) vs. #14 Tim Sandkaulen (OM) 6-4, 3-5, unfinished
3. Jack Lin (CU18MTEN) def. #69 Zvonimir Babic (OM) 6-2, 6-1
4. Adam Ambrozy (CU18MTEN) def. Fabian Fallert (OM) 6-1, 6-2
5. Austen Huang (CU18MTEN) vs. #86 Grey Hamilton (OM) 3-6, 4-5, unfinished
6. Timothy Wang (CU18MTEN) def. Cotter Wilson (OM) 6-1, 6-1

**Doubles competition**
1. Fabian Fallert/Tim Sandkaulen (OM) def. #15 Victor Pham/Jackie Tang (CU18MTEN) 6-1
2. Gustav Hansson/Zvonimir Babic (OM) def. #31 Jack Lin/William Matheson (CU18MTEN) 7-6 (10-8)
3. Michal Rolski/Adam Ambrozy (CU18MTEN) def. Grey Hamilton/Finn Reynolds (OM) 7-5

Match Notes:
Ole Miss 4-1
Columbia 2-0; National ranking #23
Order of finish: Doubles (1,3,2); Singles (6,4,3,1)
ITA Kick-Off Weekend First Round